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young, inexperienced and illiterate operatives asserting their authority in various
ways. The report gives examples and s^ys : "It will thus be seen that the mill
committees were functioning unconstitutionally and their members individually
wtrt indulging in unwarranted interference with the working of the mills,"
The report then sets out the main facts with regard to each of the disputes
which weie in progress during the months of March and April, 1929, prior to the
general strike which took place on April 26. Evidence was only led with regard
to the strikes in the Spring, Textile and Morarjee Gokuldas Mills. "The strikes
ia the two former mills have formed the pivot of the discussion before us," says
the report "arid they therefore deal with them at some length."
WORKERS* DEMANDS.
The Report then goes on to deal specifically with the merits of the demands
put forward by the Girni Karngar Union representatives at the Conference.
With regard to the first demand the Court of Inquiry are of opinion that the
issue must be considered to have been settled and could not form the basis of any
grievance.
44With regard to the question of victimisation it is regrettable that the sugges-
tion made by Mr. Bakhale that a Sub-Committee should be appointed for the
purpose was not accepted. We think the Millowners* Association might have
exercised a wiser discretion by accepting that proposal, without the qualification
that they would be inclined to accept it if it came from tie Girni Kamgar Union
officials, out we are not prepared to hold that if they had accepted the suggestion
it would have prevented the general strike."
VICTIMISATION.
"We have recorded the evidence adduced by both parties with regard to
the alleged cases of victimisation. It is no doubt true that certain members of
tibe mill committees lost their jobs on account of their activities and we think in
oae sense it is open to the Girni Kamgar Union to assert that these men were
victimised. But the real question is how far they merited such dismissal. If the
activities of these members were mischievous and detrimental to the interests of
the mills concerned, resulting in their dismissal, it is not open to the Girni Kamgar
Uaion to contend that these members were victimised or to represent their
dismissal as a case of grievance to be redressed."
"In the report of the Industrial Disputes Committee of 1921 it is stated that
there is undoubtedly a widespread belief that victimisation is practised and that
Trade Union leaders are marked out for dismissal on the first opportunity."
We agree with these observations and think that this widespread belief which
prevailed then continues up to the present day and is, in oar opinion, responsible
for a great deal of distrust of the management by the workers leading to frequent
disputes. Even Mr. Bakhale, a sober and experienced officer of the Bombay
Teaaik Labour Union, has said that the Trade Union officials are marked men
ia t&e eye of the management The mischievous and militant activities of some
of the workers resulted ia their dismissal, and the Girni Kamgar Union took full
advantage of the distrust prevailing among the workers in bringing about the
general strike."
"NO TRIBUNAL*'
Dealing with the difficulties in the way of a settlement, the Court refers to the
uncompromising attitude of the Union and points out that Mr. Desbpande, the
Secretary, had gome so far as to say that he wonld sabrolt to the arbitration of
do trlmal, howsoever constituted, unless it was composed solely of workers,
Tbe Court holds that this uncompromising attitude is one of the main difficulties
m tfee way of a settlement But there is undoubtedly an undercurrent of dis-
content amongst tbe workers which has been turned by some of the extremist
leaders of tl*e Girni Kamgar Union to their own account resulting in the present
umrest
CUt IN WAGES.
The Report refers to tlie cot of 7# per cent ia wages and points oat

